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(54) Apparatus and method for power level control in radio communications system

(57) Radio communication apparatus for transmit-

ting control data, comprising output power amplifying

means responsive to a control signal from an output

power control means for varying a predetermined output

power level from the output power amplifying means in

accordance with a sequence of power levels indicative

of a control message. The predetermined output power

level is selectable from a range of predetermined power

levels and may be variable between power levels of ad-

jacent predetermined power levels for the range of pre-

determined power levels. Typically, the control message

is a request to vary the output power level for inhibiting

radio signal fading.
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Description

The present invention relates to apparatus and a

method for controlling the output power of communica-

tion devices and to a communication system utilising the s

apparatus and method. In particular the present inven-

tion relates to power control circuitry in a communication

system such as a radio telephone network.

Existing communication systems suffer from a

number of problems which act to degrade the quality of

communication between a transmitting unit and a re-

ceiving unit within the communication system. In partic-

ular, in a radio telephone network for example, which

comprises a plurality of mobile stations or radio tele-

phones communicating with a base station connected

to other base stations in the radio telephone network,

both the radio telephone and the base station are rela-

tively close to ground level. Since the base station and

radiotelephone are close to ground level obstacles such

as buildings, walls, cars and people hinder the direct line

of sight between them especially In urban areas. Thus,

they typically communicate by reflected or diffracted ra-

dio wave signals. Due to the multiple reflections and dif-

fractions the r.f. power received by a radb telephone or

a base station is at a much lower level than would be

expected from the inverse square law if direct line of

sight communication was possible. Typically, the power

loss Is of the form d*^ where d Is the distance between

the transmitting and receiving stations and a lies be-

tween 3 and 4. This power loss is known as path loss.

The problem of path loss has been addressed in

known radio telephone systems by the base stations

monitoring the strength of signals received from various

radio telephones communicating therewith and from

time to time issuing a request over the air for an individ-

ual radio telephone to increase or decrease its transmit-

ting power. The radio telephone responds by adjusting

the gain of its transmitting amplifier which is typically un-

der microprocessor control. Generally, the amplifier is

operable at one of a plurality of predetermined output

power levels which are selected automatically in re-

sponse to the request from the base station for a change

in the level of the output power. Typically, the power lev-

els are defined in the radio telephone system specifica-

tion. For each power level a nominal value is specified

together with a permitted tolerance range.

In addition to the normal fading there is another form

of fading known as Rayleigh fading. This type of fading

is a short term fading and Is characterised by rapid var-

iations in the r.f. power level of a signal received by a

radio telephone or base station. It is caused by the mul-

tiple signal paths arising from the reflections and diffrac-

tions forming a quasi-stationary standing wave pattern

with nulls at approximately half wavelength intervals of

the signal frequency.

The effect of the periodk; nulls in received signal

power due to Rayleigh fading is that transmitted data

may be tost thereby introducing errors into the transmis-

sion of data. In order to ensure that there is sufficient

integrity in the radio telephone network redundant data

has to be sent such as error-correcting codes. This re-

sults in a reduced information or data handling capacity

for the network.

Heretofore, the problems of Rayleigh fading have

been addressed by using a technique known as Slow

Frequency Hopping (SFH) or Frequency Hopping. In

this technique, the carrier frequency of a particular com-

municatkDn channel is discontinuously changed be-

tween discrete carrier frequencies of a set of defined

carrier frequencies. Since the Rayleigh fading of signals

at different frequencies is not the same, and becomes

increasingly different as the difference between the fre-

quencies increases, frequency hopping for a particular

communication channel substantially reduces the ef-

fects of Rayleigh fading for that communication channel

effectively transforming errors due to Rayleigh fading in-

to widely spread random errors. Another advantage is

that co-channel interference from other cells is reduced.

In the known GSM system for cellular radio teleph-

ony, the sequence of data bursts making up a particular

communteation channel or Traffic CHannel (TCH) are

cyclically assigned to different frequencies by the base

station handling that communicatton channel. Addition-

ally, a technique known as Interleaving Is employed in

the GSM system. This involves jumbling up data to be

transmitted such that normally adjacent groups of data

are transmitted at different times, and de-interleaving

the transmitted signal at the receiver.

A disadvantage of a system using frequency hop-

ping is that the "memory" of the radio propagation chan-

nel Is lost. This so-called "memory" arises because a

radio propagation channel can be considered a time-

variant linear filter. Such a filter has a well-defined auto-

correlation function, and there is a limit to the variation

in a signal level between two closely spaced points (of

the order of a half wavelength). If a signal strength is

known at one point then with a defined confidence in-

ten/al it can be predicted at a next closely spaced point.

Thus, the radio propagation channel can be considered

to have a "menrrary".

Loss of the memory of a communication channel

results in accurate and fast power control being difficult

to achieve. Furthermore, frequency hopping does not

rennove the generation of r.f. signal nulls and overcom-

ing such nulls by fast power control cannot be achieved

since there is no menrKtry In the communicatton channel

and the occurrence of nulls cannot be predicted. Addi-

tionally, frequency hopping requires relatively complex

circuitry both in the base stations and radio telephones

in order to ensure that the correct frequency is used at

each time. In particular, the frequency synthesizers and

the Tx and Rx circuitry are complex. There must alsobe

a substantial number of carrier frequencies for the com-

munication channels to jump to and this may not always

be possible in a crowded r.f. spectrum. Also, it is possi-

ble that two or more different communication channels
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will simultaneously land on the same frequency which

will cause gross interference.

In a first aspect the present invention provides radio

communication apparatus for transmitting control data,

comprising output power amplifying means responsive s

to a control signal from an output power control means

for varying a predetermined output power level from the

output power amplifying means in accordance with a se-

quence of power levels indicative of a control message,

and in a second aspect the present invention provides

The invention has the advantage that control data

can be transmitted between a receiver and a transmitter

simultaneously with traffic data. Thus, control of the

transmitted signals can be instantaneously achieved.

Suitably, the predetermined output power level Is se-

lectable from a range of power levels which may be the

system defined power levels used to inhibit slow fading.

Particularly, the predetermined output power level Is

variable between power levels of adjacent predeter-

mined power levels for the range of predetermined pow- 20

er levels.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the con-

trol message is an output power level control message

for inhibiting radio signal fading. Due to the almost in-

stantaneous power control which can be achieved by 2$

using an Invention In accordance with the preferred em-

bodiments, radio signal fading can be inhibited by sig-

nalling the transmitter to Increase Its output power ap-

propriately Typically, by using two or more different

spreading wavefonms the transmit power can be 30

changed burst by burst to track variations in power.

Thus, the extra power output used to provide fade mar-

gins can be substantially dispensed with, thereby reduc-

ing power consumption and reducing interference be-

tween communication channels. 35

Preferably, the transitions between power levels are

filtered and shaped to Inhibit spectral spreading. Addi-

tionally, the control message may Indicate continuous

increase or decrease in output power from a transmitter,

which reduces rapid variations in the output power level 40

thereby avoiding frequency noise or spectral spreading

of the signal.

Advantageously data is divided into groups prior to

transmission and the respective groups are transmitted

at respective power levels in accordance with the se- ^
quence of power levels. This has the advantage that the

power level variations do not have to vary at a bit rate

for example and therefore the Invention is less complex

to implement. Additionally the changes In power-level

can be made relatively smoothly and hence there is less so

noise generated by frequency spreading and conse-

quently less interference with other communication

channels.

Optionally, the amplifying means periodically varies

the predetermined output power level In accordance ss

with the sequence of power levels which permits a

steady output power level to occur. This steady output

power level can be used by a receiver to measure the

received signal strength and to perform equalisation.

Optbnally, there no steady output power level Is provid-

ed and the sequence of power levels is known by both

the transmission means and the receiving means. In

such an emtxxJiment the power variations of the re-

ceived signal can be decoded or "de-spread' and the

received signal strength measured and equalisation

carried out on the de-spread signal.

Typically, the power levels In the sequence of power

levels lies in a 20 dB power range relative to the prede-

termined output power level and have a step size of 1

,

2, 3 or 5 dB. Small step sizes are advantageous since

they inhibit frequency spreading and noise interference

with other channels. Also they permit a large number of

different sequences to be devised which results in great-

er number of possible messages.

Embodiments of the present invention will now be

described by way of example only, and with reference

to the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows a schematic of a GSM cellular tel-

ephone network;

Figure 2 shows a circuit suitable for implementing

the invention;

Figure 3 shows the structure of a normal GSM traffic

burst; and

Figure 4 shows an example of a sequence of power-

levels applied to a normal GSM traffic burst in ac-

cordance with the invention.

Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic representation of a

cellular radio telephone network such as a GSM net-

work. Mobile Switching Centre (MSG) 101 is associated

with Base Station Controllers (BSC) 102 for controlling

the Base Transceiver Stations (BTS) 103. Typically, an

MSC 1 01 is responsible for a number of radio telephone

cells which would cover an urban area and its Immedi-

ately adjacent environment. Each BTS 103 comprises

both a receive antenna and a transmit antenna for com-

municating with a radio telephone 104. It is possible for

a BTS 103 and a BSC 102 to be at the same geograph-

ical kx:atton and within the same housing.

The radio telephone 104 may be a mobile unit In-

stalled in a vehicle, a so called transportable unit or a

hand held portable unit. The radio telephone 104 com-

prises an antenna for receiving and transmitting Infor-

mation between the radio telephone 104 and the BTS
1 03, a transceiver, a keypad and display. Such features

and others are conventionally found In a radio telephone

104. and since these aspects are not directly relevant

to the instant Invention no further details will be given

here, except to say that a microprocessor is employed

to control the basic functions of the radiotelephone 104.

Alternatively, the telephone functions may be controlled

by a master microcomputer, while the keypad and dis-

play functions are under the control of a separate slave

microcomputer coupled to communicate with the master

microcomputer
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As described earlier, the output power level of a ra-

dio telephone 104 can be varied in response to requests

from a base station BTS 103. Typical apparatus for per-

forming such control in a radio telephone 104 Is shown

in Figure 2. The transmitter power output stage of the s

radiotelephone 104 comprises a power module 201 in-

cluding a voltage controlled variable gain amplifier 202.

The power module amplify signals from mixer 208,

which comprise signals from the AF or baseband sec-

tion 209 of the radio telephone 104 and the local oscil- io

lator L.O. 207. The power output of module 201 is de-

termined by control voltage Vc applied to the amplifier

202. The output power of module 201 nnay be main-

tained at a nominal uniform level by the use of a con-

ventional level control circuit (not shown) in the form of is

a negative feed back loop. The control voltage Vc to be

applied to the amplifier 202 Is determined by microproc-

essor 205 in response to a request received from a BTS

103 to increase or decrease the output power of the

transmitter. A set of values indicative of the set of control 20

voltages to be applied to the amplifier 202 are stored in

EEPROM memory 206. The values stored in memory

206 are used by the microprocessor 205 to apply an ap-

propriate signal toa digital-to-analogue converter (DAC)

204 which in turn applies the appropriate control voltage 25

Vc to the amplifier 202.

In accordance with the present invention, memory

206 also stores a second set of values indicative respec-

tively of a set of voltages to be superimposed on the

control voltage Vc to vary the output power level from 30

the transmitter from the nominal uniform level deter-

mined by the control voltage Vc. Under control of the

MPU 205 respective values of the second set of values

are sequentially applied to the DAC 204, as for example

least significant bits, in order to sequentially vary the 35

output power level of the radio telephone 104.

By way of a particular example, an embodiment in

accordance with the invention as applied to the GSM
cellular system is now described. The structure of a nor-

mal GSM data burst is shown in Figure 3, A normal GSM 40

data burst comprises the following sequence of bits;

8.25 ramp bits, 3 guard bits (set to 0), 57 data bits, a

stealing flag bit which indicates whether or not the burst

is being used for a purpose other than speech transmis-

sion such as transmitting control messages, a training 45

sequence of 26 bits for allowing a receiver to precisely

determine the position of a useful signal inside a recep-

tion window, and to have a good idea of any distortions

occurring during transmission of the burst, another

stealing flag bit, 57 further data bits and 3 more guard 50

bits. A combination of the guard bits with the data bits

results in two fields of 60 bits separated by the training

sequence and stealing flag bits. Dividing these two fields

into groups of 10 bits results in 12 groups of bits equally

divided between the two fields. Each of these groups of 55

10 bits Is transmitted at a power level spread from the

nominal power level power level In accordance with the

second set of values stored In memory 206 and read by

the MPU 205 for programming DAC 204 and controlling

the amplifier 202. The sequence defined by the second

set of values may extend over a number of GSM bursts

before being repeated, for example, every 10 bursts, or

can be confined to a single burst or even six groups at

a time. The variations in the output power level can be

by any anrK>unt desired by the designer of the system.

Suitably, the variation in output power level may fall with-

in the power range separating the predetermined output

power levels defined by the system for overcoming slow

normal fading and ensuring efficient use and re-use of

the available frequency space In adjacent cells. In the

GSM system the respective predetermined output pow-

er levels are spaced apart by 2 dB. Thus, there exists a

total range of 4 dB in possible output power level varia-

tions at a given predetermined output power level, be-

fore encroaching on an adjacent predetermined power

level.

The variation in output power levels can be in steps

of 0.5 dB, 0.3 dB, 0.25 dB, 0.2 dB or 0. 1 dB for example.

The smaller the separation In power levels the greater

the number of power levels available to be used In a

sequence. However, the smaller the steps between

power levels the less reliable the detection of the varia-

tion in output power levels becomes due to noise in the

receiver. A compromise needs to be nnade between the

amount of number of variations possible and the relia-

bility required In detecting the variations.

Figure 4 shows an example of a normal GSM traffic

channel burst having the power envelope varied or

spread in accordance with the present invention, the

ramp bits 401
,
stealing flags 403 and training sequence

bits 404 are at the nominal output power level set by the

radio telephone. The two data and guard bit fields 402,

405 are split into groups of 10 bits each transmitted at

one of the available second set of power levels and in

accordance with the sequence stored In memory 206.

As shown in Figure 4 the second set of power levels are

separated by 0.5 dB. although other separations nnay

be possible.

Each sequence can represent a different control

message between the radiotelephone 104 and the BTS

103. In order for each radio telephone 104 togged onto

a particular BTS 103 not to interfere with other radiotel-

ephones 1 04 logged onto the same BTS 1 03 each radio

telephone 104 must have assigned to it a set of power

level sequences orthogonal to each set of power level

sequences assigned to other radio telephones 104.

Each power sequence within a particular set can repre-

sent a different control message.

In order for a receiver to be able to equalise an In-

coming signal and measure the received power it re-

quires either a quasi-stationary signal or some knowl-

edge of the signal. This may be achieved by equalising

the signal and, measuring the received signal strength

based on the steady signal power level received during

the training sequence. Alternatively, the different power

levels In a sequence and a set of power levels for a radio

4
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telephone 104 can be so defined such that there is very

little variation in power level during a sequence or be-

tween sequences of a set of power levels. Thus, al-

though different control messages may be transmitted,

the signals remain quasi-stationary. The 104 may esti-

mate which control message was used and use that in-

formatbn to pre-bias the equalisation and power meas-

urement circuits so that they can function correctly

Clearly, an incorrect decision on spreading se-

quence will affect the performance of the equaliser.

However, if only a small number of possible sequences

are used, the chances of erroneous decision can be

made significantly small enough such that if an error oc-

curs in this estimation process, then a significant

number of errors would have occurred in the transmitted

signal in any case.

In a particular embodiment in accordance with the

invention, the control messages are used to inhibit the

effects of Rayleigh fading. As mentioned earlier, a radio

communication channel has a memory which permits

characteristics, such as signal strength, of a radio signal

to be predicted. Thus, the system can be knowledge of

an impending Rayleigh fade prior to its occurrence. This

applies to both radio telephones 104 and BTSs 103. If

a receiver, radiotelephone 104 or BTS 103, communi-

cates informatbn about an impending fade, or expected

increase in receive power out of a fade, to its associated

transmitter then the transmitter can increase or de-

crease its output power level to compensate for the fade,

or expected increase in received power. This can be

achieved by each set of orthogonal sequences men-

tioned earlier associated with each transmitter/receiver

pair indicating to the transmitterwhat increase/decrease

in power is required. The increase/decrease in power

can be in terms of steps up to 1 , 2, 3 or 5 dBs for exam-

ple, thus, the transmitter can back the fading process at

the receiver by virtue of the power control messages

transmitted to it from the receiver.

Optionally, a simplified system could be utilised in

which each transmitter/receiver pair is assigned two

simple sequences for indicating an increase or de-

crease in power respectively. Thus, the transmitter can

be informed by the receiver whether to continuously in-

crease or decrease the transmitted power to mitigate

against the fading process. A third sequence could also

be included which indicates no power level change.

Power control as described above, decreases the

variations in received signal power level and thus the

statistics of the received signal may be modified by re-

ducing the variance of the distribution.

As a radio telephone moves from cell to cell, the

particular sequence of power levels for control messag-

es noay be different to that currently used by the radio

telephone or already assigned to another radio tele-

phone already in the cell, thus, a radio telephone 104

wilt either have to share several different sequences of

power levels and have a respective BTS 103 indicate

which sequences are to be used by that particular radio

telephone. Optionally, the BTS 103 can transmit to the

radio telephone 104 information for storage in the mem-
ory means 206 about which sequence of power levels

are to be used by the radiotelephone 104. This obviates

s the need for the radio telephone 104 to store many dif-

ferent sequences of power levels.

In view of the foregoing descriptbn it will be evident

to a person skilled in the art that various modifications

may be made within the scope of the invention.

10 The scope of the present disclosure includes any

novel feature or combination of features disclosed

therein either explicitly or implicitly or any generalisation

thereof irrespective of whether or not it relates to the

claimed invention or mitigates any or all of the problems
IS addressed by the present invention. The applicant here-

by gives notice that new claims may be formulated to

such features during prosecution of this application or

of any such further application derived therefrom.

In view of the foregoing description rt will be evident

20 to a person skilled in the art that various modifications

may be made within the scope of the invention. In par-

ticular, that apparatus and method in accordance with

the present inventksn can be employed by base stations

as well as radio telephones.

25 The scope of the present disclosure includes any

novel feature or combination of features disclosed

therein either explicitly or implicitly or any generalisation

thereof irrespective of whether or not it relates to the

claimed invention or mitigates any or all of the problems

30 addressed by the present invention. The applicant here-

by gives notice that new claims may be formulated to

such features during prosecution of this application or

of any such further application derived therefrom.

35

Claims

1. Radio communication apparatus for transmitting

control data, comprising output power amplifying

40 means responsive to a control signal from an output

power control means for varying a predetermined

output power level from the output power amplifying

means in accordance with a sequence of power lev-

els indicative of a control message.
45

2. Radio communication apparatus according to claim

1. wherein the predetermined output power level is

selectable from a range of predetermined power

levels.

50

3. Radio communication apparatus according to claim

2, wherein the predetermined output power level is

variable between power levels of adjacent prede-

termined power levels for the range of predeter-

55 mined power levels.

4. Radio connmunication apparatus according to any

preceding claim, wherein transitions between re-

5
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spective power levels are filtered and shaped to in-

hibit spectral spreading.

5. Radb communication apparatus according to any

preceding claim, wherein said control message Is

an output power level control message for inhibiting

radio signal fading.

6. Radio communication apparatus according to claim

5, wherein the output power level control message

is indicative of a request to a transmitting means to

vary transmitted power by a discrete amount.

7. Radio communication apparatus according to claim

5, wherein the output power level control message

is indicative of a request to a transmitting means to

smoothly increase or decrease transmitted power.

8. Radio communication apparatus according to any

preceding claim, adapted to divide data into groups

prior totransmission and wherein respective groups

are transmitted at respective power levels in ac-

cordance with said sequence of power levels.

9. Radio communication apparatus according to any

preceding claim, wherein the control means is op-

erative to periodically control the amplifying means

in accordance with said sequence of power levels.

10. Radio communication apparatus according to

claims 8 or 9 operative for a GSM radio telephone

network, wherein 3 guard bits and 57 data bits on

each side of the midamble of a data burst are divid-

ed into respective groups of 10 bits for transmission

at respective power levels is said sequence of pow-

er levels.

11. Radio communication apparatus according to any

preceding claim, wherein the power levels in said

sequence of power levels tie in a 20 dB power range

relative to said predetermined output power level

and have a step size of ± 1 , ± 2, ± 3 or ± 5 dB.

12. Radio communication apparatus according to claim

3, wherein the power levels in said sequence of

power levels lie in a 4 dB range relative to the pre-

determined output power level and have a step size

of ± 0. 1 , ± 0.2, ± 0.25, ± 0.3. ± 0.4. or ± 0.5 dB.

13. A method for transmitting control data between a

transmission means and a receiving means in a

communication system, comprising varying a pre-

determined output power level from the transmis-

sion means in accordance with a sequence of pow-

er levels indicative of a control message.

14. A method according to claim 13, wherein the pre-

determined output power level is selectable from a

range of predetermined power levels.

15. A method according to claim 14, wherein the pre-

determined output power level is variable between

5 power levels of adjacent predetermined power lev-

els for the range of predetermined power levels.

16. A method according to any of claims 13 to 15,

wherein transitions between respective power lev-

10 els are filtered and shaped to inhibit spectral

spreading.

17. A method according to any of claims 13 to 16.

wherein said control message is an output power

IS level control message for inhibiting radb signal fad-

ing.

18. A method according to any of claims 13 to 17,

wherein the power level control message is indica-

te tive of a request to a transmitting means to vary

transmitted power by a discrete amount.

19. A method according to any of claims 13 to 18.

wherein the output power level control message is

25 indicative of a request to a transmitting means to

smoothly increase or decrease transmitting power.

20. A method according to any of claims 13 to 19,

wherein the power control means is operative to

30 control the amplifying means in accordance with dif-

ferent sequences of power levels.

21. A method according to any of claims 13 to 20,

wherein the power levels in said sequence of power

35 levels tie in a 20 dB power range relative to said

predetermined output power level and have a step

size of 1 , 2, 3 or 5 dB.

22. A method according to any of claims 13 to 21,

40 wherein the power levels in said sequence of power

levels lie in a 4 dB range relative to the predeter-

mined output power level and have a step size of ±
0. 1 . ± 0.2, ± 0.25, ± 0.3, ± 0.4, or ± 0.5 dB.

45 23. A method according to any of claims 13 to 22,

wherein predetennined output power levels of radio

signals for different communication channels are

varied in accordance with different sequences of

power levels.

so
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